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Within the field of international tax law, convergence is evident mainly in the . of a single country, two basic international tax problems should be dealt with:
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To tax at the same rate, regardless of whether the income is derived by resident or non-resident . Knechtle, Basic Problems in International Fiscal Law (1979), p.

Basic Problems in International Fiscal Law : A.A. Knechtle In economics and political science, fiscal policy is the use of government revenue collection (mainly taxes) and expenditure (spending) to influence the economy .


1 Apr 2017 . programme is to deal with the "big picture" of international tax law and to study the technicalities in the context of the broad policy issues. Major. Basic problems in international fiscal law (Book, 1979) [WorldCat.org] Given the large literature on basic policy issues in international taxation, . The major difference between international income tax law and the remainder of the. International Tax Law as International Law - University of Michigan . Aaron Karpkin and William Gale identify five tax issues that the Trump . Under current law projections, public debt as a share of the economy will rise from 77 percent . on domestic soil and thus avoids all international transfer pricing issues. Global Perspectives on Income Taxation Law - Google Books Result


International tax law is concerned with the problems arising when an . The extent of income-tax jurisdiction, for example, is essentially determined by two main . What is IFA? - USA Branch of the International Fiscal Association Inc. Basic Problems in International Fiscal Law. Book. Basic Problems in International Fiscal Law. Book. 0 people like this topic. Portions of bibliographic data
A country's right to levy taxes is a fundamental aspect of its sovereignty. Without the power to tax, a government would be unable to redistribute...